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Communication and location are the major applications of UWB since it was 
approved of being employed in civil productions by the FCC (Federal 
Communications Commission) in 2002. Considering the chaotic signal has the 
property of wide bandwidth, acyclic and very good autocorrelation, the systems using 
chaotic signal as the carrier wave can be a proposal of low complexity spread 
spectrum communication systems. In recent years, as the implementation of chaotic 
signal generator in microwave band, the UWB communication systems based on 
carrier wave using chaotic signal is proposed which take advantage of the good 
property of chaotic signal. In this paper, we researched the ranging technology based 
on the UWB chaotic frequency modulation signals, which will be applied in the 
vehicle detection systems for the Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). In view of 
the precise ranging capability and low cost implementation, it provides a new 
direction of application for UWB technology. The main work of the dissertation is as 
follow: 
Firstly, the model of signal reflection from ground and bodywork in the traffic flow 
statistics system has been modeled, the mathematical expressions of reflection 
coefficient under different situations have been calculated and the RMS character is 
simulated. 
Secondly, based on the integrative analysis of former papers, the main ranging 
technologies used in UWB wireless communications are concluded. The major error 
source in the ranging system is analyzed and the property of different ranging 
technology is compared. We mainly focus on the Time-of-Arrival (TOA) technology, 
the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) over different channels has been discussed in theory. 
Thirdly, the root mean square error (RMSE) property and the ranging error ratio 
(RER) property based on delay line ranging system is simulated and analyzed, which 
shows that this system has very good ranging performance under AWGN channel. 















delay line, shorter time delay interval can lead better ranging performance, however 
this will increase the computation complexity. In order to solve this problem, we 
proposed a novel ranging system based on chaotic-FM UWB dual pulse and this fast 
ranging algorithm can decrease the computation complexity remarkably. The 
simulation results show that the system has better ranging performance than the 
previous system under multipath environment. Besides, because of the inherent good 
correlation of the chaotic signal, the system using chaotic signal owns better 
anti-multiuser interference performance than the Gauss ranging system. 
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宽 500MHz 以上或带宽为中心频率的 20%以上）[1]-[3]，根据美国联邦通信委员
会（FCC：Federal Communications Commission）的规定，3.1GHz-10.6GHz 频段
可用于 UWB 无线通信系统，并且可以与其它无线通信系统共用频段。由于超宽
带技术可以实现高速数据传输，因而被认为是实现高速无线个人局域网（WPAN：
Wireless Personal Area Network）的首选物理层技术；另外，由于超宽带可实现低
功耗、低成本的低速数据传输，因而又是无线传感器网络中具有竞争力的物理层
技术[3]。鉴于此，2007 年 IEEE 802.15.4a 工作组将 UWB 技术接收为 IEEE 
802.15.4a 标准的物理层可选标准，用于指导世界范围内对于低功耗无线传感器
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